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Abstract

Within the banking industry many tasks, that previ-
ous relied upon by manual labour is continuously being ex-
changed for automated solutions. With the update in the
method of performing services through advanced software,
benefits such as decrease in cost, increase in handling ca-
pacity or decrease in management delay come into focus.
In the sector of Clearing Services the automation of sim-
ulating risk and clearing trades is being less of a question
and more of a requirement, since an increase in demand for
derivatives clearing is expected. With this as a focus point
this research project studied the potential effects that a
change from manual to automation might present. To also
grasp a better understanding of the future market and com-
petitive potential the current situation on the market was
also researched, where regulation proved itself as one of
the motivating factors behind an increased activity. The
study concluded not only a decrease in cost, handling de-
lay and increase in clearing capacity, but also future re-
quirement for implementation if any sustainable position
amongst market competition is to be expected. In addition
the resources that are relieved from the performing simula-
tions and take-ups would be able to focus on projects that
would increase product value for the customer.



Referat

Inom bankindustrin ővergår i dagsläget en stor andel
processer från manuell hantering till att bli automatisera-
de. Genom uppdateringen till avancerad mjukvara, i rela-
tion till hur tjänster hanteras och genomfőrs, så framkom-
mer főrdelar såsom exempelvis reduktioner i kostnader, pro-
cessfőrdrőjning, samt őkad hanteringskapacitet. Automati-
sering i sektorn Clearing Services är mer eller mindre ett
krav, då őkad efterfråga utav clearing av derivat är főr-
väntad. Med detta som fokus har denna studie undersőkt
potentiella effekter som kan framkomma i en ővergång från
manuellt arbete till automatisering. Főr att bättre főrstå
den framtida marknaden och den potentiella konkurrens-
kraften, undersőkdes även den nuvarande marknaden. Med
detta identifierades även den motiverande faktorn bakom
regulering och hur den påverkar det őkande intresset gäl-
lande clearing av derivat. Studien nådde fram till slutsatsen
att implementation skulle leda till reduktioner av kostna-
der, processfőrdrőjning och őkad hanteringskapacitet. Főr
att behålla en kompetitiv position på marknaden főr deri-
vat clearing så kommer automatisering att krävas. Vidare
skulle frilagda resurser från automatisering även kunna an-
vändas főr att utveckla produkter vilka őkar kundvärdet.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This introductory chapter will present the necessary information for grasping the
concept, method and value of the research performed and analysed. The first section
will go through a preliminary background of the subject that this thesis will focus on,
continuing on to the problem, purpose and research questions formulated to enable a
clear understanding of the report. After this, a section will specify the delimitations
made, and the methods used throughout the work. Lastly a literature review delivers
a summarised collection of theories and existing literature on the subject at hand,
together with an analysis on how this will relate to the other chapters.

1.1 Background

The background is presented in four subsections, the first looking at the historical
development process of a common system within the banking industry. The second
presents the existing knowledge behind the effects of computerised automation on
the sector. Thereafter a short explanation of Over-The-Counter Derivatives Clear-
ing is given. Thereafter an overview of the current force that is pushing forward
new and adaptable systems is presented, namely regulatory systems. Finally, the
last subsection presents the automation of take-ups and information regarding the
development of such a system.

1.1.1 A common system

Banks are built up of multiple separate institutions, e.g. investment and commercial
banks carry the same identifier “bank”, yet deliver completely different services to
its customers. During the 1950-1960 the institutions, although intertwined with a
common information need, had no existing system. When looking back in history,
the cheque is a good example of near to impossible automation potential, since
it didn’t follow a clear template and could vary from physical size to information
placement on the paper. Even though cheques would prove difficult to handle, a
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

great demand for automated processing existed. The bank which drew the cheque,
would also have to be the same to deliver the represented value. (Miller 1959)

According to Miller (1959), as with most items of value, cheques were victim to
risk of fraud and without a clear template between financial institutions, these were
difficult to spot. One such method of fraud would be defalcation, were a cheque
a is paid with, but before it can be “cashed” the writer of the cheque declares
bankruptcy, nullifying the cheques value. Most banks were invested in research and
development of a better system, but struggled to find a method for handling the
various formats of the other banks cheques. A solution to enable a more automated
method for handling the cheques was developed, not within the banks, but rather
by an external party. The solution could thereby be used across banks enabling
all to gain from the competitive advantage, but also inferred a great reluctance
of the provider to alter the solution. Unless a clear benefit with great increase in
value could be motivated, the alteration to the process wouldn’t be worth the cost
that came with change. For instance, a system used across multiple banks, which
changed, would require all banks to change, a cost not necessarily worth it for all
parties involved. With this the solution quickly became lacking and only supported
the most basic needs for all banks. Although this solution removed the need for
further research and development of a better format, it instead transferred into
creating a better automated solution for registering and handling the cheques.

Already in 1957 it was clear that a common system which could cover all areas
within the banking industry was needed. One which would allow banks to exchange
data easily without the risk of internally developed solutions to hinder the process.
The system would also have to be able to expand and adapt to the industry as
it grows. Looking further into the present, bank cheques are now automated to
degree that they can be read by machines. (Shirai et al. 2012) Although this level of
automation doesn’t remove the manual labor fully, and is seldom used in developing
countries. In addition, even though the automation works within well-developed
countries, the popularity of cheques is slowly decreasing. (BBC 2002) Even more
recent the prospect of removing the cheque system fully, in favour of better and
more beneficial systems is being discussed. (Howard 2016)

1.1.2 Effects on the market

Looking back to 1994, banking entered a new era, where home banking was opening
up through the personal computer. A great change within the financial sector was
already visible, since through automation millions of middle management positions
were eliminated. The companies were able to measure a large decrease in cost
through savings within the areas of human resource management, human error
correction, information management and many more. The decrease in demand of
middle management also led to effects such as a lower demand for construction,
carpenters, plumbers and so on. This was because of the decreased need for office
spaces. (Ide & Cordell 1994)

According to Ide & Cordell (1994) the service sector in general didn’t see a great
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1.1. BACKGROUND

decrease, since although the dynamic sector, which includes middle management in
banking, was affected greatly, the areas within traditional and non-market services
saw an increase. Only the dynamic services were being affected by automation, since
it was directly connected to communications, utilities and transportation. Although
the removal of work positions in these type of services were clearly visible, the
increase in work positions in other areas was equal or even greater when compared.

Ide & Cordell (1994) points out that even though the positions aren’t disappear-
ing, but moving, they are still changing in nature. The middle class work is slowly
decreasing in numbers, since employees are sought to have expertise in several areas,
whilst the others require some to no knowledge within the areas.

1.1.3 Over-The-Counter Derivatives Clearing

One sector within the banking industry has within recent years expanded substan-
tially through the continuous additions and alterations to regulations. This sector
is the clearing of Over-The-Counter (OTC) derivatives, which began to be provided
more frequently in the late 1990’s and focused on managing credit exposure. Com-
pared to securities traded in a formal and regulated exchange, such as Nasdaq and
New York Stock Exchange, the OTC derivatives are traded via a dealer network.
This method of exchange is often used by small companies that don’t meet the
requirements to trade through a centralised exchange. In simpler terms, the trades
are performed through telephone or fax directly between two traders, thereby the
descriptive name of a trade taking place directly over the counter. (Investopedia
2003a)

Two methods for clearing OTC derivatives are bilateral and central clearing.

Bilateral clearing is as seen in 1.1, a simple representation of risk distributed
over both parties is presented. Party 1 is the customer who may both purchase or
sell from party 2, the dealer. Since the customer is receiving a product, a margin is
also paid to cover the possible expenses that can occur for the dealer. Both parties
see a risk here since both may not deliver what is expected from them. (ISDA 2016,
Culp 2010)

An example of such a deal would be with a product dealer, who will deliver a
set amount of products in the near future to a customer, and the customer who will
pay through invoicing which will be settled on the delivery date. In this scenario
the risk is spread equally across both parties, since the customer might not pay for
the products, even though they have been delivered. At the same time, an equal
risk is that the dealer doesn’t deliver the product, even though the delivery has
already been paid for. In both cases, if the counterparty would go into bankruptcy
then there is a high risk that the trade was a complete loss for one of the parties.

Central clearing differentiates itself from bilateral clearing, where the trade
is cleared directly between two counterparties, in the way that another step has been
added to the process. This step includes the clearing house, to whom both parties
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1. Bilateral OTC-derivatives clearing (Original figure content inspired by
Risk Advisors, Inc (2013)). By performing the trade directly between customer and
dealer the risk exposure is shared across both parties.

assume the credit risk exposure to the derivatives clearing organisation or rather a
clearing house, as seen in figure 1.2. The process begins by a trade deal being struck.
At this time a margin, or in other words positions or collateral with equal value to
the product, is placed in the clearing house. In the scenario where a party would,
for instance, go bankrupt, the margin would be paid to the other party to cover the
loses. In this scenario the clearing house would liquidate the defaulting company’s
positions or collateral which were used as margin to cover for the trade. With every
trade the clearing house takes a fee in the form of a maintenance margin. In order
to perform a trade through a clearing house, each party must be a clearing member.
Therefore a fourth party might be used, by a buyer who isn’t a member. In most
cases this fourth party is a clearing broker, such as the case company, although not
necessarily a bank. The clearing broker also takes a clearing fee for the maintenance
cost and can in addition also have their own initial margin requirement in order to
decrease their risk. The trade is still performed between the customer and dealer,
but with a risk instead towards the clearing house. (ISDA 2016, Culp 2010)

1.1.4 Regulatory Motivator

In June 2009 it became mandatory to clear many of the OTC-derivatives through
central counterparties. The European Market Infrastructure Regulations (EMIR)
were instituted in order to safeguard the financial markets. This was done, since
previously the OTC derivatives trades had gone uninsured and could be seen as
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1.1. BACKGROUND

Figure 1.2. Central OTC-derivatives clearing (Original figure content inspired by
Risk Advisors, Inc (2013)). By having a third party involved, namely the derivatives
clearing organisation or rather clearing house, the risk is instead assumed to the
middle party. To achieve this, both the customer and dealer place margins by the
DCO which is returned after the trade. The DCO will also take a maintenance fee to
cover their expenses. In the case of a party not delivering on the trade, the margin
that was set aside is paid to the other party. In order to perform trades through
clearing houses, the party must either be a clearing member themselves or utilise a
fourth party who is.

one of the causes for the financial crisis that began 2008. (Hera 2010) Although
the principles for the regulations have been agreed upon by the European author-
ities since 2012, they are still being further developed to be integrated into daily
operations. The regulations outline the rules that all trades have to be reported to
the authorities and that more OTC-derivatives are required to be cleared through
clearing houses, such as London Clearing House (LCH) and Nasdaq OMX (NOMX).
All trades must also be covered by collateral, in the case that one party can’t cover
their part of the deal and the clearing house must step in. Even as recently as in the
beginning of March 2016 an addition to the EMIR was made, the ruling made by
the European Securities Markets Authority (ESMA) makes the clearing of certain
credit default swaps mandatory. (Culp 2010, ESMA 2015, Hera 2010, European
Commission 2016)

1.1.5 Automation of Take-ups

As in subsection 1.1.1, where a system between financial institutions needed to
be implemented, clearing services is also in need of support. With modern banking
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

becoming heavily automated, a relatively new service such as clearing, sees a forceful
push into the high demand for instant response and feedback by its customers and
low maintenance with high functionality from the clearing members. One part of
the system are give-ups and take-ups. The give-up allows a member to transfer
transaction to other member, but in order for the give-up to become valid the
member and clearing member have to accept it. The acceptance of the transfer
is referenced as a take-up. (Eurex 2016) Although many clearing houses deliver
the possibility to perform automated take-ups based on set trade requirements,
the implementation of the automation requires internal development. As with the
cheques, this setup allows for a more uniform system, but also requires all members
of the system to update when the provider demands it.

When clearing a transaction, the information regarding the trade that is to be
cleared is sent to the clearing broker. In a manual system, this information might be
retrieved using various systems and then used to calculate a simulated risk which is
represented by the margin requirement. This risk will be used to determine whether
the client meets the requirements set by the clearing house. If the transaction brings
the risk above the set limit, the trade would be declined, if not, then the transaction
would be taken up or in other words a take-up would occur. This calculation of
risk or initial margin varies from product to product and requires a large set of
parameters to be correct. (LCH.Clearnet Group Ltd 2016)

The automated solution would instead receive the information through a direct
link with the clearing house, and then calculate the initial margin. By comparing
with the clearing broker’s limits already entered into their system, the system would
inform the clearing house whether the transaction should be declined or that a take-
up should occur. The direct link between the clearing broker and clearing house
would have to be secure, since confidential transaction data is sent through. However
since such a link would be based upon the specific company needs, the estimated
cost for such a service is therefore diverse. (Payment Components 2016)

1.2 Problematisation

Currently the continuously changing regulations within the banking industry is
causing a demand for change within existing systems and structures of individual
banks, as well as completely new systems. Customers and regulatory authorities
require the implementations as soon as possible. The frequent alterations and ad-
ditions to the regulations cause the banks to have to invest in restructuring and
modification of the already implemented systems. With this, an investment in new
systems requires careful consideration before implementation. This includes the
planning of an expandable system that can function with external parties and its
estimated future value and benefits. Since derivatives clearing is also being contin-
uously improved upon, multiple projects lay in wait to be invested in. Therefore
great importance lay in analysing projects potential benefits as well as their costs
and value.
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1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this project is to identify the benefits and potential value of creating
a software solution, which greatly focuses on the requirements motivated through
change in regulation and increase in market demand. Although the analysis will
be of a set task, namely the development of an internal automated take-up system,
the actual implementation will be generalisable and applicable to other projects
and companies that are considering the implementation of similar systems. By
identifying key factors that affect the final results of an automated take-up system
and the potential benefits of such a system, this research paper will deliver clear
insight into the value of its development and utilisation.

1.4 Research Questions

In order to clarify the research process, research questions were formulated to be
answered through the theories, data and arguments in this report. The main focus of
the report is therefore presented through the main research question. In addition,
sub-questions, which cover more detailed sections within the subject area of the
main question, have been written. These aid in following the research path more
closely and consistently.

1.4.1 Main Research Question

When considering the problem as well as the purpose of the research, the main
question which covers the work performed, can be summarised as:

What are the potential benefits of investing in development of a financial software
that delivers automation in a previously manual operation and how could this come

to affect the current business structure?

This assumes a broader perspective in order to deliver the most benefit as a
research area. To attain such a result, the answer will be based upon the given case
and generalised from there upon a larger area.

1.4.2 Sub-Research Questions

The sub-research questions, which go more into detail of the individual steps taken
to answer the main question, have been formulated as:

• What is the current market situation regarding the automation of take-ups?

• What are the benefits of an automated take-up system and how do they
compare in relation to manual method?

7
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• In what way will the change between systems alter the business from a cus-
tomer, company and industry perspective and how will it affect the financial
area of clearing services in general?

1.5 Delimitation
The delimitation of the research performed, will be the same as for most case re-
search projects, where a case at a specific company is used to compare with other
companies that work within similar sectors. This is in some ways a necessary limi-
tation, because of the highly competitive nature of the industry.

1.6 Method
This section will present the methods used within the report. This includes the
research design, method for data collection and analysis, review of data quality
and finally a literature review. The literature review is written to present not
only various theories and frameworks related to the subject in question, but also
argument for the correlation of its importance to the focus of this master thesis.

1.6.1 Research Design

The research design was of the case study nature, where the multiple methods for
gathering in-depth knowledge was used. This was possible from the availability of
resources and enabled information of a higher quality and complexity. (Collis &
Hussey 2013) As opposed to surveys the case study delivers a more reality close
example of the research subject. (Blomkvist & Hallin 2015, p. 66). Following Yin
(2009) definition of case studies, where the empirical inquiries can investigate a
observed phenomenon in its real life environment, it is capable of considering more
variables than necessary within the research subject. It is based upon multiple
sources to strengthen the argument to be presented and finally assists in research
through the already existing theoretical methods for gathering and analysing data.

The research performed in this thesis followed a single case with an opportunistic
and exploratory orientation. These, as their descriptive names suggest, focus on the
opportunity of being able to observe the research phenomenon within its contextual
environment and tries to explore an area that has a limited amount of previous
knowledge. (Otley & Berry 1994, Collis & Hussey 2013)

The case study methodology is separated into multiple steps, which begins by
selecting a case. As Yin (2009) motivates to be a good approach, this case study is
a representative case of the subject to be researched, whilst also allowing for a high
level of generalisability. This enables the results to be used by other interested par-
ties. The second step involves performing preliminary investigation into the subject.
This allows the research to understand the subject better, thereby dispelling any
incorrect beliefs or expand the knowledge base. Once this has been done, data can

8



1.6. METHOD

begin to be collected and analysed using appropriate methods. These are further
discussed in the next subsections. Finally, once all other steps are completed, the
report can be written. This should been done last since it is easier to create a clear
structure, although a chronological structure is often used. (Collis & Hussey 2013)

1.6.2 Data Collection

The data used within the research project was collected through interviews. These
were performed through structured and semi-structured methods and were both
aimed at gaining qualitative data. Mostly qualitative data was of interest since as
mentioned in the previous subsection 1.6.1 the research strategy of an explorative
case study was applied, were little previous knowledge was to be gained. This is
also because of the limiting factor of competitive advantage between businesses in
this specific area. The knowledge to be gained was therefore focused on in-depth
knowledge regarding the research area. This was done through first-hand inter-
action of both implementing one application of automated take-ups and through
interviews with directly related individuals with a long working experience in the
area. Although the qualitative approach utilises fever measuring points, the more
nuanced and detail rich information allows for a more focused analysis with clearer
interpretations. (Collis & Hussey 2013) In this research project only three subject
were selected to be interviewed, but all with knowledge regarding the subject, but
from various perspectives. This allowed for a reasonable triangulation of facts.

The initial method used when performing the interviews, was semi-structured.
This method includes qualities from both structured and unstructured interviews.
In preparation of the interviews, set questions were written according to designated
themes. These aimed at answering potential information gaps, which had occurred
throughout the literature study process, but also to hint at potential areas yet not
considered. As the interview method enabled, the interview subject was also allowed
to add information of their own accord, if they thought it relatively relatable. In
addition to the prepared questions, follow up questions were made, when the answers
proved to potentially relevant, but lacking in details. (Aspers 2007, Collis & Hussey
2013)

The method used later in the project was of structured interviews, which focuses
on specific answers formulated before the interview. The interviewer therefore pre-
pares the questions, and leaves little room for the subject to deviate of the specific
topic. This specific method of interviewing allowed for a more focused information
gathering and a potentially lesser time consumption for the interview subject. Only
after a greater knowledge within the research area and a clear goal for the data col-
lection was this method used. In order to get the most out of the research questions,
which were sent via email, the questions were formulated with similar qualities as
in the semi-structured interviews, but with better formulations and more intuitive
structure. (Aspers 2007, Collis & Hussey 2013)

The interviewed subject were:
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• Linus Singh

– Collateral Manager at Skandinaviska Enskilda Bank

– As a collateral manager Singh performs the necessary risk calculations to
perform take-ups. With in first-hand and in-depth knowledge of how the
system works, he was chosen as an interview subject, to provide necessary
data for cost calculations as well as potential insight into facts that are
potentially unknown by other parties involved in the task of performing
take-ups.

• Gabriel Vimberg

– Derivatives Clearing Sales and Head of Clearing Strategy at Skandi-
naviska Enskilda Bank

– Vimberg has plenty of experience within the clearing industry and was
identified as one of the key individuals to provide insight not only to the
internal effects of implementing an automated solution, but also a per-
spective of the current situation at competitors as well as future potential
effects on the market.

• Daniel Sőrmark

– Chief Technology Officer at Nasdaq Clearing AB

– Sőrmark has experience with automation of take-ups as both a designer
and developer of Nasdaq’s automated give-up and take-up system. He
is also active in exchanging the current internal user interface for con-
figuring and monitoring automatic take-ups, to a new and more modern
application. With this he delivers key-value information from the per-
spective of the clearing house.

The interviews with Vimberg and Singh, were performed at the case company
in a closed room at separate occasions. The entire sessions were recorded in order
to allow for a transcript to be created. All subjects that were questioned were given
the alternative to remain anonymous and the Vimberg and Singh were asked if
recording the interview was fine with them. All of the interviews also included a
small introduction to the research project as a whole as well as a chance for them
to ask more regarding the subject matter.

The interview with Daniel Sőrmark was conducted with the structured method
and was performed via email, since direct communication wasn’t a viable alternative.
The questions were of a similar nature as those directed at Singh and Vimberg,
which can be found in chapter A, but adapted to deliver more valuable information
from the perspective of a clearing house. The structured interview questions can be
found in the appendix, chapter B.
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1.6.3 Data Analysis
The method for analysing the data used in this report is to reduce it, present it and
finally draw conclusions. (Miles & Huberman 1994)

The first step of reducing the data involves selecting only the related information
from the gathered data, simplifying the information and abstracting it for presen-
tation. In the progress of selecting and focusing in on the related information, it is
important that the researcher has a clear understanding of the topic and research
subject, since one might otherwise filter away information that is critical or impor-
tant to the analysis. The same is important for simplifying, since over simplifying
might lead to loss of data, whilst leaving too much will lead to a cluttered amount
with large amount of irrelevant information. Finally, the abstraction allows the
researcher to apply the data with a broader scope instead of on a specific subject.
(Collis & Hussey 2013)

The second step in data analysis, namely presentation, the data is presented with
a logical and clear structure that not only helps the research and reader understand
it, but also puts it in a categorical order. This leads to a structured presenta-
tion of the various groups of information that need to be taken into account and
whether enough sources have been utilised throughout the research progress. (Collis
& Hussey 2013) These groups can be grouped through the use of “coding”, which
focuses on words, themes, items, time or formulations of a specific kind. (Saldaña
2015)

Lastly the final step, drawing conclusions is done by performing a clear interpre-
tation of the information together with argumentation and motivation using existing
theories that are presented in section 1.7.

1.6.4 Data Quality
The quality of the data, although not strengthened by the poor replication poten-
tial, is motivated by good documentation and close following of protocol. The key
element is the documentation of the interviews performed and the clear connection
between data and motivated analysis. This allows for close scrutiny by the readers
of the report and fellow researchers. (Raimond 1993) By gathering the data from
multiple sources and utilising all for the argumentation of results the observations
and interpretations can more easily be understood by an outstanding party. Fur-
thermore the quality also depends on the validity, generalisability and reliability of
the data source and information, which are further presented in the same order.

Validity

When considering the validity of the sources, a thorough documentation of inter-
viewed subject credentials and level of expertise ensures an easy method for vali-
dating the information directly through the source. Beyond this, the data needs
to be gathered through a method that reflects the value correctly. Although the
methods that are used can vary between or even within research projects, it must be
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a method recognised as correct for the specific data to be collected. When analysing
the information, it must also come from closely relatable sources. In other words
these must have a clear connection to the topic. (Collis & Hussey 2013, Gibbert
et al. 2008)

In this report, the sources, their affiliation to the topic and their areas of ex-
pertise is presented in order to allow for a high level of validity. The methods
for gathering the information has already been present in subsection 1.6.2, which
are also documented closely in the appendices and the sources will be referenced
according to the use of the disclosed information in the argumentation.

Generalisability

The generalisability depends on the level at which the results can be identified in
other industries, companies or equivalent areas. If formulated correctly the theory
should be able to aid others, by being easily applicable to their interest areas that are
relatable to this research project’s topic. (Collis & Hussey 2013, Gibbert et al. 2008)

The company Skandinaviska Enskilda Bank at which the research project was
conducted will be referenced as the case company in order to maintain generalis-
ability, since the company delivers little individual or company specific conditions.

This research project focuses on the area of automation within OTC-derivatives
clearing, but isn’t limited to that specific area in banking. Individuals interested
in the effects of automation in services that previously was based on manual man-
agement and control, should be able to benefit from the research performed, or
at the very least the combination of theoretical frameworks used to analyse the
data. Through benchmarking, the generalisability is further distinguished, since
this presents a clear example of connecting the research to another area.

Reliabiliy

When discussing the reliability, repeatability is often mentioned as one of the main
focuses. By performing a study that delivers the same results whenever performed
ensures that the data is also reliable. This is however very difficult when performing
highly qualitative interviews, that focus on the expertise of set individuals. Mostly
this is because interviews can deliver different responses based upon when they are
held or if the individuals gain more knowledge between the repetition of the study.
Interviewing someone with equal expertise might lead to further differentiated an-
swers, but according to Collis & Hussey (2013) this is irrelevant. This is because
the research project is based on an oppurtunistic and exploratory case study as
mentioned in the subsection 1.6.1.
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1.7 Literature Review

This section is separated into various theories and frameworks for later use in analy-
sis and discussion of the gathered data. The theories are categorised and motivated
in relation to the research topic in order to provide a clear perspective.

1.7.1 Competitive Advantage

When considering investing in a new project, it is import to consider its effect on the
structure of the company, customer relation and the industry. A poorly considered
product might cause the market to turn against your favour, whilst a well planned
project might end up returning a large competitive advantage. One area where
such effects can have a greater impact than initially thought is within information
technology. Although a commonplace tool in the society today, its importance has
been underestimated at multiple occasions, one such occasion being the invention of
the electric typewriter. The manual typewriters required a highly trained staff, with
the knowledge of all from metallurgy to assembly methods. With the invention of
electric typewriters, that consisted of ten electronic modules, the knowledge became
obsolete and opened the market to new competitors with very little knowledge other
than assembly. The invention caused a complete restructure of the market and lead
to the loss of a competitive advantage. (Jackson 1989)

Gaining competitive advantages can be done in various way, such as through
lock-in, where customers gain an increased product value through only utilising the
same brand (Arthur 1989). For a competitive market where the competitors begin
with an even market share in relation to their size, the main method for gaining
a larger customer base is done by increasing their product’s value. This can be
done by either adding more product benefits as a provider or through decreasing
the costs. (Arthur 1990)

The decrease of cost is one that is closely related to the automation of services,
as presented in the introduction of subsection 1.1.2. Although minor improvements
to the product don’t have a large effect on the market, they can combine into deliv-
ering a significant competitive advantage. Arthur (1990) discusses how these small
and independently insignificant changes would alter the internal structure, making
it hard to evaluate when calculating the market position, but are the cause of un-
expected market leadership.

Within this research project the competitive advantage might become one of the
leading arguments for performing a project within a continuously growing financial
area, such as derivatives clearing. With the various methods of gaining a competitive
advantage and the application of information and communication technology, this
framework might deliver crucial insight into factors that will aid in a successful
implementation.
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1.7.2 Economies of Scale

Economies of scale is a concept which explains the cost advantage a producer gets
when producing a larger volume of products. By increasing the production volume,
the fixed costs that the production has is spread out across all the products it pro-
duces. This leads to a lower cost per product and is highly advantageous for larger
companies. When considering this from a financial perspective it is easily applied
to payments, by applying the expansion on payment and settlement instructions. A
payment facility which handles a set amount of instructions can potentially lower
their costs by increasing their input of instruction and thereby spreading the main-
tenance, development and operational costs across each payment. In the figure 1.3,
the average curve line depicts the decrease in cost for each individual payment,
whilst the quantity of instructions handled increases. (Khiaonarong & Liebena
2009)

This could also potentially lead to a decrease in value from a consumer per-
spective and thereby decrease its inherent demand, as depicted by the demand line.
Visualised in the figure 1.3 the price P and quantity Q meet to display the optimal
level of scale that can be reached in this scenario, in other words the the full quan-
tity of instructions that are asked to be handled by the customer are processed at a
price that divides the fixed costs on all instructions.. Even though the average cost
per payment continues to decrease with the quantity, the payment facility wouldn’t
be able to reach it for a lack in demand. Lastly, the demand is also affected by the
supply of the market, directly correlating to the price that the payment facility is
able to ask for from the consumer. (Krugman et al. 1987, p.167-184)

This concept is highly related to the evaluation of a project’s value, since it will
allow for a closer analysis of the costs and added value delivered from automation
of take-ups. The included considerations include the increased ability to handle
a larger quantity of transactions, whilst maintaining the same maintenance and
development costs.

1.7.3 Product Life-Cycle Framework

Products that are introduced to the market usually follow a certain life-cycle. In
some cases, where the product is continuously being iterated upon, the services
or the products will follow a path that is defined through the product life-cycle
framework. (Khiaonarong & Liebena 2009)

One example of such a product-life cycle is the method of private banking. To
visualise this the figure 1.4 presents the life-cycle curve. The curve is separated into
four groups, namely introduction, growth, saturation and finally decline.

A product that has recently been introduced to the market can be found in the
very beginning of the curve, see point A. For instance, one such product would be
mobile banking, which enables consumers to transfer money, pay for products or
even perform trading operations on their cellphones, adheres to this introductory
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Figure 1.3. Economies of Scale and Market Equilibrium (Original figure content
inspired by (Krugman et al. 1987, p.173)). The average cost per payment that is
handled decreases as the quantity of transaction increase. This is because the cost
can be distributed across each payment performed. The optimal level of scale is
displayed by the intersection of point P and Q.

stage.
After introduction the product will continue into the growth stage, where it will

rise in popularity and use. This stage is visualised at point B, where the curve is
at its strongest incline. An example of this, in our time and age is internet bank-
ing, which allows consumers to for example manage their bank accounts, perform
transactions and pay invoices through the internet. When considering the history of
banking through information technology, this method is still quite new. Although
with the strong impact of mobile banking on the market, this might begin to lean
more towards point C.

The saturated products are items that are heavily used in society and firmly
integrated into our daily lives. In this category, the automatic teller machine (ATM),
debit and credit cards exist, since they are still heavily relied upon by many shops
and consumers. But through mobile banking, even this category is seeing a decline
which is reducing its use, albeit in a relatively slow pace.

Finally, the point D, signifies the end of a product’s life-cycle. As mentioned in
the subsection 1.1.1 this includes the cheques, but also telephone banking and cash
service at certain branches. (Khiaonarong & Liebena 2009)

This framework is useful to this research project in how it closely correlates to
the clearing industry. Although the service isn’t very old, it can be delivered through
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Figure 1.4. Product Life-Cycle (Original figure content inspired by Khiaonarong &
Liebena (2009)). A product will go through each of the four stages that are labeled
from A to D within its life-cycle. The initial stages show an increase in use by the
consumers, until it reaches a maximum implementation level. After which it finally
declines and is replaced.

various means and methods, which might end up going through the same product
life-cycle as in the examples above. Applying the framework, might enable a clear
overview for the current situation of the OTC derivatives clearing industry and give
insight into the potential future through development in autonomous technology.

1.7.4 Price Elasticity of Demand
The price elasticity of demand is a method for measuring a product’s or service’s
elasticity, in other words how it reacts the four key interest points of consumer
income, price, demand and supply. Through analysing the elasticity of a product,
we can evaluate how it will be affected by changes to its related key interest points.
When applying a new production method, which increases supply, we can to some
extent predict the impact on the price. The elasticity is calculated through the
change in quantity demanded divided by the change in price. A product or service
which requires a large change in consumer income or price are defined as inelastic,
whilst if the demand is greatly altered by the change in price, then the product or
service is highly elastic. These terms are easily compared to necessary and luxury
goods. For example a necessary good, such as toilet paper, is inelastic because of its
low change in demand and supply when the price or consumer income is changed.
An example of a luxury product is high quality chocolates, which decreases greatly
in demand whenever the price or consumer income is altered greatly in an un-
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favourable direction. This behaviour is therefore that of a highly elastic product.
(Perloff 2011, p.50-59)

This method for evaluating a service or product will be used to evaluate the
potential effect of automation of take-ups could potentially have on the market.
The interesting factor which will be considered during analysis is the increase in
supply that automation will deliver.

1.7.5 Implementation of an Automated Transfer System

Through the years 1979-1996 money transfers saw a large change in how they were
performed and how they would come to affect banks. Whenever a money trans-
fer, in the shape of performing a payment or transaction, information would be
processed through the back-office part of the bank. Smaller offices would, in order
to lower the processing cost, have a unified processing office. In combination with
human resources and the use of telecommunication to process the information, the
back-office tasks was a significant cost for the banks. (Hancock et al. 1999)

The Federal Reserve, the central bank of the United States (Investopedia 2003b),
processed fund transfers, through an electronic fund transfer operation system,
called Fedwire. With fund related operation having large similarities to payment
operations, the system was expanded upon to also handle electronic payment oper-
ations. Throughout 1970’s to 1990’s a decrease in processing sites that handled the
data occurred, but with a continuous growth in the quantity of payment operations
that could be handled. In addition to centralising the processing site, fewer back-
offices were needed. With an increase in operation handling capacity, yet a decrease
in management and operation expenses, the general costs connected to payment
operations dramatically fell. Much of this was thanks to the continuous improve-
ments on technology as well as economies scale effect, as presented in subsection
1.7.2. (Hancock et al. 1999)

According to Hancock et al. (1999) the continuous growth of the Federal Re-
serve’s processing capacity has through the technological advances returned a large
reserve in payment handling capacity. The effect that this had on the supply side,
when considering the economies of scale, left the price per operation to decrease
immensely.

The effects that the Fedwire system exhibited comes partly from the cost ef-
fect of consolidation, which in this case were the savings that were generated from
combining multiple processing site and other back-office sites into fewer and more
centralised sites. The event also shows a great insight into the effect of how technol-
ogy advancement and increase of processing capacity without increase in processing
costs, which had direct effects on the consumer supply and prices. In this research
project, the effects exhibited can potentially be closely related to the similar event of
automating a back-office service such as performing take-ups in the OTC derivatives
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clearing area. With so many similar qualities in how the processing was altered,
the current system development can also be argued to be bound to have similar
effects. Because of these potentially similar qualities, the event will be utilised as a
benchmark when creating arguments for the data collected in the interviews.
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Results

This chapter will present the results of the interviews performed. The information
will be presented as a summary of a transcript, which in turn was created from a
recording of the interview. The summaries are combined into categories based upon
the sub-research questions.

2.1 The Current Market Situation

According to Vimberg (2016) and Singh (2016) automation within clearing services,
regarding risk simulation and take-ups is already implemented by competitors to
the case company. Even Sőrmark (2016) verifies that a few of the clearing house’s
customers are utilising various levels of automation functionality. However Vimberg
arguments that the level of automation is most usually of a simpler version, by
merely calculation a risk based upon the size of the transaction. This leads to a
less reliable value of risk, and therefore calls for a greater deal of manual handling
whenever a larger transaction is being cleared.

In regards to support for automation by clearing houses Sőrmark (2016) states
that it is in high demand and a necessary service for any clearing house, since many
clearing members utilise third party software tools, which already provide some form
of automation. When discussing demand with Singh, different types were discussed.
He identified it as three different categories, where there is a regulatory demand,
consumer demand and internal demand. The regulatory demand is simply put, the
regulatory need for consumers to clear transactions which was enforced through
regulations such as EMIR, see the subsection 1.1.4. Consumer demand however is
the natural demand motivated by the benefits of clearing transactions, for instance
the lowering of risk. Lastly the internal demand is the demand for an automated
solution to be implemented, and thereby replace the manual labour. With this
in mind Singh (2016) stated that internal demand has steadily increased with the
increase in quantity of cleared transactions. Vimberg (2016) also agreed with this,
by stating that when they started performing take-ups, the process was manual,
because of the low amount of activity. With the steady increase in number of take-
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ups being performed since 2013, the internal demand for an automated solution
also increased. However, since other systems were in higher demand, delivering
a higher value for the group as well as the company as a whole, the automated
take-up system has been postponed. Vimberg continued to talk about how the
regulation mostly motivates the clearing members to perform intraday clearing,
thereby increased the handling speed, which in turn adds upon the need for the
implementation of an automated system. At the same time Sőrmark (2016) believes
that the regulation has made clearing members more aware of the risk of taking up
transactions compared to 10 years ago.

In regards to performing manual take-ups, three to four individuals share the
workload. Each person takes up to an hour per day for performing risk calculation
and take-up, where every transaction takes about 2 minutes. Today around 90-120
transactions are cleared on average every workday. (Singh 2016)

2.2 The Benefits and Implications of Automation

The effects from automating take-ups are mostly beneficial, where the consumer re-
ceives a faster response rate and practically removing the delay that could otherwise
reach up to an hour. In addition to this there lies a much lower risk for mistakes
that are based upon human error, although the main benefit would presumably be
the reduction in cost. (Singh 2016, Vimberg 2016, Sőrmark 2016) Vimberg and
Singh however believe that the increased response rate wouldn’t have any greater
effect from the perspective of customer value, since the customers aren’t really aware
of the method for simulating risk and performing take-ups. With OTC-derivatives
trading being slow in general, including other areas of the process, the speed increase
at the clearing broker would most likely only have a minor effect.

Both Vimberg and Singh mentioned how, in addition to reducing cost per trans-
action that is cleared, the analysts that currently calculate the risk and perform the
take-up manually, would be able to focus on other projects. These projects would,
instead of maintaining a service which doesn’t increase value, deliver new customer
or company value. Such a saving or investment is however difficult to measure,
but according to Vimberg, who manages the clearing service group’s investments in
new projects, not forgotten. The reduction of cost would also stabilise the group’s
economy, since the clearing of take-ups fluctuates between low and high periods.
The low periods lead to a higher cost per transaction since few fees can be charged
and the maintenance cost are forced to be spread upon a lower number. In high
activity periods however, the costs are due to the increase in man hours needed by
the analysts to simulate risks and perform take-ups. An automated solution would
have a fixed cost, no matter the trade activity of customers. (Vimberg 2016)

Sőrmark (2016) also included that the implementation of an automated solution
would decrease the number of take-ups that are essentially forgotten, and in turn
lower the need to chase the clearing member’s up.
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Even though there are mostly benefits, there still lay necessary and potential
implications behind automated systems. One guaranteed investment is within de-
velopment and maintenance. With regulation continuously being added upon or al-
tered, an inherent risk is the change in clearing house automation support structure.
Such a change could force clearing members with automated solutions connected to
clearing houses to have to invest further into redevelopment and maintenance. The
greatest danger is in poor implementation, since with incorrect parameters or risk
calculation equations, larger amounts of transactions could be processed incorrectly
before anyone would realise. (Singh 2016, Vimberg 2016, Sőrmark 2016)

2.3 The Future Effects

With the development of an automated take-up system, other future products could
become possible. From the perspective of the clearing broker, such a product could
be an interface dedicated to the client, to view and assess their transactions directly.
With this extra layer of information, they could also be given a tool, which allows
them to simulate the risk of a planned transaction. This would enable the clients to
perform more educated transactions without trades becoming unexpectedly denied.
(Singh 2016, Vimberg 2016, Sőrmark 2016)

Sőrmark also suggested new products, where clients deliver the margin to cover
the risk before the trade is accepted. This would lead to an even faster process and
decrease the delay even more.

Agreed upon by both Singh (2016) and Vimberg (2016) the derivatives clearing
market will increase steadily within the next years to come. Both parties argument
that this will lead to a heavier workload for the case company regarding performing
risk simulations and take-ups, yet whilst they agree upon the increase, they disagree
upon the reason. Singh argues that the regulations will create a greater focus on
decreasing risk through clearing, which will motivate an increased use of clearing
brokers, such as the case company. Even though this might be true, the bulk of
clearing lays not in Over-the-Counter trades, but instead in listed trades, which
Vimberg confirms to be increasingly cleared. In the end all three of the interviewed
subjects agreed upon the facts that the addition of further regulations, requiring
more products to be cleared, will lead to an increase in regulatory demand, which
generates new clients for clearing brokers as well as clearing houses. Either way an
increase in clearing is to be expected, with the need for a more efficient method of
performing take-ups to be required.

According to Vimberg, this will be a minimum increase of 100 percent over the
span of three years in relation to the current levels, essentially doubling the amount
of take-ups performed each day.

Vimberg (2016) states that even though the case company would be able to pro-
vide a greater capacity in handling transaction through automation, the demand
wouldn’t be affected directly by the new method. However, since automation would
greatly decrease the need for a large amount of manual labor, as well as scale in
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supply without any increased cost, it would have a direct affect on the income. Vim-
berg mentions how the service provided could either be delivered at a better price
or simply by decreasing cost, increase the net income. This would also remove the
worries behind slow and high periods, since costs would remain equal throughout.
So, even though the demand might change greatly, the automation would cause the
the service to become more inelastic. As Vimberg stated “It is not like we can really
impact the amount of client trades. The portfolio manager will still do his trades.”,
and through automation the cost would become equally unaffected.
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Chapter 3

Analysis and Argumentation

The analysis and argumentation are presented within this chapter and will focus on
analysing the results and delivering arguments based upon the theories and frame-
works presented in the section 1.7.

3.1 The Current Market Situation

When considering the theoretical framework behind economies of scale as discussed
in 1.7.2, their current setup doesn’t follow the same cost distribution path. The

Figure 3.1. In low periods the cost per transaction will increase due to the fixed
cost, whilst the periods with high activity the cost instead increase with the manual
labour cost.
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method described by Singh (2016) instead follows an inverted curve, since the task
of performing a simulation and take-up derives resources from other value gaining
tasks, as represented in the theoretical presentation in figure 3.1. Including the po-
tential value increasing tasks as a cost whenever derived from, a too heavy workload
would lead to a greater cost, whilst less workload would also lead to a loss, since
no fees can be generated if no activity exists. In addition to this, the theoretical
framework of economies of scale only truly functions where the main costs are fixed
and can be divided across all products produced. As seen in figure 3.2 the point
where the average cost instead balances between a set amount of quantity where a
limited amount of man hours is required. Whenever a slow period arrives, the cost
of maintaining the system is less diluted over the multiple transactions, whilst in
high periods the workload requires further assistance, thereby increasing the cost.

The fixed costs for either a manual or automatic solution is merely an randomly
selected estimate, where the automated take-ups would require a larger investment
for processing power and secure connection to the clearing house. As discussed in the
subsection 1.1.5 the cost of a software system for automated solutions is difficult
to estimate since it is often a tailored product for the customer needs. In the
calculations used for the figures 3.2 and 3.4 the fixed cost for the technical solutions
was set at 200 SEK for a manual method and a 400 SEK for an automated solution,
per day. These might seem steep prices, but are merely selected as an estimate
and their magnitudes don’t affect nature of the equation except for the fact that
automated solutions are more expensive. This was however based upon the fact
that a more technical advanced solution would require more hardware support, in
addition to a secure connection to a clearing house. The formulas used for the
graphs were created from the following equation:

• n: Number of transaction per day

• t: Time required to handle each individual transaction in minutes

• s: Average salary per hour for an analyst in 2014 (Statistika Centralbyrån
2014)

• m: Fixed cost per day for manual take-ups

• a: Fixed cost per day for automated take-ups

f(n) = n × t

60 × s + m

n
and f(n) = a

n

Although these equations are quite simple, it must be considered that the initial
development cost for the automated system is not included in the cost calculation
for automatic take-ups. However because of the fact that the cost per transaction
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Figure 3.2. The cost per transaction for manual and automated take-ups at periods
with low activity.

dynamic of the equation wouldn’t be affected other then rising the cost per trans-
action at a low number of transactions, this was not deemed as fully necessary. In
addition to this, it is also important to consider that in the case of generalisability,
the cost of software development projects is practically impossible to generalise,
which in turn wouldn’t deliver value for any other then the case company.

When same statements by Singh and Vimberg regarding the service of simulating
risk and performing take-ups can be correlated to the price elasticity of demand as
discussed in 1.7.4. With the cost becoming directly affected by the demand and the
value of the service increasing or decreasing from the perspective of the company,
the service is therefore easily argued to be highly elastic.

The time invested in simulating the initial margin might not be a lot, but when
considering the tasks that could otherwise be invested in, with the same time and
by the people with the task, it becomes a larger loss than initially presumed. Singh
(2016) gives the argument that the time should instead be used on tasks that in-
crease product value for the customer, increasing their satisfaction with the service
provided to them by their clearing broker. He states that even though the take-ups
are a required task for the system to function, it provides no new value to the service
as a whole. As such, the loss of resources becomes a greater concern.
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3.2 The Benefits and Implications of Automation

Although Singh (2016) stated that most of the larger companies perform take-ups
automatically, Vimberg (2016) added that these automations are most likely per-
formed through a less intelligent calculation of risk. The competitor’s method would
according to Vimberg utilise the volume as the key focus in simulating risk, and
require further attention only if a certain size is surpassed. This however leads
to a higher intraday risk being placed on the clearing broker. This could be ar-
gued to be automation none the less, but also an argument for why waiting until a
complete and more suitable simulation of the risk could be applied, is appropriate.
As is, Gabriel argues that the case company must weigh the various development
projects, and select those with greater value adding first. At the same time Singh
and Vimberg both identify the future need of an automated solution in the future.

Even if the automation would bring many benefits, it delivers little direct com-
petitive advantage, since according to the statements by Singh (2016) and Vimberg
(2016) most competitors have already implemented a degree of automation. There-
fore in the area of competitive advantage the main focus points lay on the benefits
of having ’true’ simulation, with a simulation that measures risk at a more detailed
level than other competitors. This would allow the clearing broker to take on less
risk themselves and perform take-ups with a more educated information palette.
Two factors that would deliver the most competitive advantage would be in the
form of being able to deliver the same product with either less cost or at a more
competitive price (Vimberg 2016), whilst staff who previously maintained the man-
ual simulation and take-ups would be able to focus on more value creating services
or products Singh (2016). As discussed in 1.7.1, one of the advantages most related
to automation is the decrease in cost, which in this case would allow the lower the
impact of costs in slow periods, where few trades are cleared. It would also decrease
the cost generated by resource allocation for handling the manual labour, which is
similar to the effects on the market from banking automation discussed in subsec-
tion 1.1.1. As mentioned in the literature review, these types of changes are the
most difficult to identify and might have the largest impact on the market position.
With a unified system to handle the take-ups, problems or mistakes can also be
more easily avoided with fewer risks for human error. As with Fedwire, discussed in
the subsection 1.7.5, the consolidation would therefore allow for fewer back-offices
or in this scenario, fewer staff members for system support. This in turn affects the
cost dynamic to follow a path more resembling economy of scale.

With the information gained from the interviews with Singh, Vimberg and Sőr-
mark, it is apparent that automation of take-ups might be adapted by companies
with a larger size, but to evaluate to service product life-cycle, the quality of said
automation would also be have to be taken into consideration. To more easily visu-
alise the various stages, the individual methods for performing take-ups have been
separated into four individual products. Each individual product populate their
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own stage. The four products are:

• Manual simulation and take-ups

– This is performed fully manually, where data is gathered and used as
parameters for simulation. If it is below the limit, then the take-up is
performed. This is the current method of the case company.

• Simpler simulation of risk and partially automated take-ups

– This method is what Vimberg (2016) stated that competitors have imple-
mented. Only simpler equations are used for the risk simulation, which
might lead to an incorrect estimation. Therefore, whenever the trans-
actions are assumed to have a greater impact based upon size, manual
intervention is required.

• Advanced simulation of risk and partially automated take-ups

– Similar to the previous method, this one instead includes advance simu-
lation of risk. This, based upon Vimberg (2016) statements, seem to be
implemented by very few competitors or third party clearing system de-
velopers. Such a system would however still demand manual intervention
before declining take-ups.

• Full automation with advanced simulation of risk and take-ups

– The last implementation is a fully automated system, which requires no
real interaction, as the name suggests. However additional features would
possibly have to be added with the changes of regulations.

As seen in figure 3.3, manual simulation and take-ups would therefore be placed
in the time of decline, whilst the most regular used method being simpler simulation
of risk and partially automated take-ups populates the saturation stage. Although
steps A through C might seem similar, it is important to differentiate full and
partial automation, where partial automation includes a manual intervention for
unsupported actions or derivatives or simply large enough trades. Vimberg (2016)
delivered the argument that even though the case company might be behind in the
product life-cycle of the method for performing take-ups, it is more reasonable to
skip over the less secure method of risk simulation, which is most likely applied
by most competitors. Instead the case company would be able to go directly to
advanced simulation of risk with partially automated take-ups. In comparison to
Fedwire, as discussed in the subsection 1.7.5, the implementation wouldn’t have
to wait for technology to improve, but instead see a dramatic effect on cost and
cost dynamic as soon as the process is automated. This is mostly because of the
integration-ready nature of the clearing houses and the available technology, which
can be used as a basis, such as secure network services or existing database servers.
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Figure 3.3. The present product life-cycle of derivatives clearing, with four different
products that perform the same service. Each individual product iteration occupies
a different level of implementation in the market.

The possibility of applying full automation of performing take-ups is limited to
an introductory step, see step A in 3.3, because of the continuously changing re-
quirements from regulatory systems and additions of new derivatives being cleared,
which was one of the greater implication when implementing an automated solution
according to Sőrmark (2016). As in subsection 1.1.2 the third party, which in this
situation is the clearing house, must weigh the value of updates to their system,
since users will also have to invest in implementing the changes. However, since
regulation forces the change, the true weight is upon the clearing broker or member
who in the end must evaluate whether to continue performing manual operations
or invest in the latest automatic solution. Continuously updating the system would
therefore require a great investment in development, where newly added derivatives
and methods would be supported before become active. In addition to the new
systems and derivatives, a fully automated system might incur large risk if a good
enough risk simulation method isn’t implemented thoroughly. The change from
three to four individuals, to one consolidated system carries similar significance as
when implementing the Fedwire system, as discussed in the subsection 1.7.5. Their
move from multiple transaction handling offices decreased the general cost and led
to a cost reduction according to the economy of scale. But as here, the true effect on
cost reduction was credited to the improvements within the technical area. During
the time that Vimberg (2016) chose to wait and invest in other projects, the sup-
port from clearing houses have become a necessity. Sőrmark (2016) also stated that
the delivery of an application programming interface (API), which allows clearing
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members to connect to the clearing house and perform automated take-ups, is a
required from clearing houses to be a competitor on the market. Therefore even
though the changes to the automation system might be required, further advances
in the area of technical solutions, might allow the automated system to further de-
crease in cost, whilst the manual solution would still remain equally costly, as with
Fedwire.

In addition to the previous statements Singh (2016) adds that with customers
not aware of the method used for performing take-ups, there won’t be a true change
in demand from that area. As mentioned in the beginning of this section 3.1 this is
however only one out three various demands related to automation of take-ups. In
regards to price elasticity of demand, which is discussed in subsection 1.7.4, only the
demand by regulation and customer demand would be a related measurement, as
will be discussed in the next section. However, the demand for automation shouldn’t
be ignored as an argument for implementation of automatic take-ups. Singh argues
that with future prospects for an increased quantity of take-ups to be performed,
this demand would definitely rise internally.

3.3 The Future Effects

Looking into the future, where automation would be applied estimates can be cal-
culated from information gathered from Singh (2016). He estimates that the case
company performs on average 90 transactions per day. Divided upon three staff
members of the derivatives clearing group, the time allocated is estimated to be
2 minutes per transaction, thereby leaving each staff member with an hours work
each day, which includes data collection, simulation and finally the take-up or decline
of the trade. Following the estimate by Vimberg (2016), where the OTC-cleared
derivatives increase by 100 percent within 3 years, this would lead to a daily opera-
tion of 6 hours of performing take-ups. With this increase, a fulltime staff member
would have to allocate most of their workday for performing take-ups. Singh guar-
antees that performing so many simulation of risk, the calculations would suffer
from human error.

In addition to the previous figure 3.2, which presented the collected data but
in a period of low transaction activity, the figure 3.4 was also created. This figure
instead presents what the future effect will be in the case that the take-ups are
automated or kept manual.

Even without exact estimates, the costs of performing manual take-ups would
rise in direct correlation to the increase of transactions to be handled as seen in the
figure 3.4, whereas an implementation of automatic take-ups would instead allow
for the full use of the economies of scale. As written in the subsection 1.7.2 the
fixed costs can be divided upon the handled transaction, leading to a decrease in
cost per transaction. This would lead to a cost per transaction that goes towards
0, which can also be seen in figure 3.4 In contrast to in the section 3.1 automation
largely removes the dynamic costs of manual labour, which makes the fixed cost the
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Figure 3.4. The cost per transaction for manual and automated take-ups at periods
with an high amount of activity.

primary loss of resources. With this difference, as Vimberg (2016) presented as an
argument for automation of take-ups, the total costs would remain low in periods
where there is low activity as well as in highly active periods. Even the loss of
clients, wouldn’t affect the cost, creating a more stable internal economy. This, in
regards to price elasticity of demand as discussed in 1.7.4, would verify the service
as inelastic. The inelasticity of such a service is a benefit that could be easily missed
when evaluating the investment, but is as Vimberg motivated, a desirable feature.

Lastly, the future potential of automation which could be expanded upon,
once the advanced risk simulation would be applied, suggested by Vimberg (2016),
namely the enabling of direct customer feedback or even simulation of risk performed
before the trade is given-up for clearing. By giving the clients more information,
more educated steps could be performed by the clearing broker’s clients. This would
allow for increased customer value, and with a well developed system for automatic
take-ups, would also create a link between clearing member and broker which is oth-
erwise hidden. However as Singh (2016) argued that the simulation of risk would
still be performed by the clearing broker, since customers might not have the full
knowledge base or motivation to perform a fully educated simulation of the risk for
the transaction. This step would potentially move the simpler simulation of risk
and partially automated take-ups of the product life-cycle towards the section of
decline and motivate a new wave of improvement to the products delivered by the
clearing brokers, see 3.3.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter present the final part of the thesis, namely the conclusion and discus-
sion. The following conclusion is structured with the research questions as a primary
focus, discussing each individually with the main research question last. Thereafter
the discussion covers the areas of interest from a broader research perspective in re-
gards to sustainability and implications of the research and finally a final subsection
covers the future research and recommendations.

4.1 Conclusion
The purpose of this research project was to identify strengths, weaknesses, oppor-
tunities as well as threats that are involved in the implementation of an automated
system for performing take-ups in order to evaluate whether such a system should
be invested in. For this purpose the main research question was formulated as:

What are the potential benefits of investing in development of a financial software
that delivers automation in a previously manual operation and how could this come

to affect the current business structure?

In order to cover the main research question with greater detail, three further
sub-research questions were created. In this section, these three question will there-
fore be concluded first before summarising them to answer the main question.

4.1.1 Research Question 1: What is the current situation regarding
automated take-ups?

Although automation of take-ups within the derivatives clearing sector is largely
covered, the question instead lays upon how advanced such implementations are.
The two most significant levels of details, relies upon the calculation method for the
potential risk in a trade and the level of support for the multitude of derivatives
and regulations. Since regulation is continuously being altered and added upon to
ensure a safer market economy, companies must adapt their solutions to support
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such changes. At the same time, customers of clearing brokers are clearing a greater
selection of derivatives, which in turn must be supported by various risk calculation
methods. For some clearing brokers, this might be most easily handled through
manual calculation, whilst most opt for simpler simulations, and manually reviewing
larger transactions.

For a company interested in developing an automated take-up system, the poten-
tial for more advanced simulations might deliver a lesser risk for the clearing broker
and further development potential which will be covered in the next subsection.

4.1.2 Research Question 2: What are the benefits of an automated
take-up system and how do they compare in relation the
development and implementation costs?

As touched upon in the previous subsection, one major benefit of applying a more
advanced simulation method whilst automating take-ups is the decrease in risk for
the clearing broker. Since by identifying the correct level of risk for a trade, a
more educated management of a client’s trades can be fulfilled. A second major
benefit would be the decrease in cost, which will deliver the highest value when the
salary for analysts that calculate the risk exceeds the gain from performing take-ups.
Compared to manual labour, automation allows for an increase in handling capacity
without an increase in cost. To the contrary, an increased throughput of take-ups,
would allow for a smaller cost per transaction, by dividing the fixed cost across
each trade that is cleared. With a future increase in derivatives to be cleared being
imminent, the possibility to handle the increased capacity is also ensured, since
the only manual support needed would be the transactions that haven’t become
supported by the system yet. A well developed system would also allow for further
development that could create direct consumer value. This could potentially take
the shape of tool that gives the clients a greater understanding of the effects their
actions might have.

4.1.3 Research Question 3: In what way will the change between
systems alter the business from a customer, company and
industry perspective and how will it affect clearing services in
general?

With automation already being widely implemented by clearing brokers, any greater
effect is largely limited to customers and companies. From a customer perspective
the change of method for performing take-ups would be a faster response rate. In
the case of OTC-derivatives, where the process is already slow in comparison to
listed derivatives, the removal of a time delay could cause an effect in other areas
of the process for completing such a trade. As for the company perspective, a com-
pany going from manual take-ups to an automated solution would see the greatest
amount of benefits, mostly by being able to reduce cost incurred by manual labour.
The degree of such a decrease in costs would depend upon the current quantity
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in trades that are being cleared. With the potential for expanding transaction
handling capacity in future as the derivatives clearing market grows in activity the
investment costs must be considered carefully. With the automation implemented in
this research project, the greatest reduction in cost would be the expected resource
investment in manual labour if no such automation where in place.

From an industry perspective, potential risk reductions might be seen from
applying a more advanced risk calculation method. This would also allow for a
system closer to full automation, since larger transactions would be able to be
handled securely from the equations set up for simulating the trade’s potential
impact. The increased reliance on automation would deliver a decrease in human
error, but with greater negative impacts, in the case that a simulation would be
implemented incorrectly.

4.1.4 Main Research Question
As answered by the sub-research questions there are many benefits to be gained
from developing an automated take-up system, especially for a clearing broker who
still relies upon a manual process. The potential gains continue to stack up where
delay of development can only be motivated by a small enough activity of clearing
trades. Although even in such a situation, the need for development could reach a
critical point and be too late. If the activity were to exceed a set amount, which
increases the costs of manual labour to the extent that it negates the service value
from the company’s perspective, then the losses will instead ensue.

The business structure of the company would be able to develop further towards
creating value for the consumer, instead of maintaining a service which delivers no
new value. As with many areas within the banking industry, a closer integration
within information and communication technology is growing and enables a higher
paced business. Enabling automation in the area of clearing trades, allows for
faster response and potential for further development in true real-time systems.
These benefits and implications however apply to more than just the automation of
take-ups, as many projects that include automation of a manual task would exhibit
the same changes as here.

In the end, this specific example of automating a task is well motivated to be
performed with the existing scenario in place. When evaluating another project
that have similar qualities, it might be of higher importance to consider what other
investments can be invested in. Once the resources of manual labour has been
freed up and enabled to be reinvested elsewhere, new business value can be created
instead of just focusing on maintenance of existing value. These are however difficult
to measure, but of equal or even higher importance.

4.2 Discussion
This final section will focus on discussing the sustainability, implications and po-
tential future research and recommendations regarding this research project.
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4.2.1 Sustainability

When discussing sustainability, Brundtland et al. (1987) focuses on the three main
categories of environmental, social and finally economical. Within this research
project, out of these three aspects, only the social and economical are truly relatable.
Although environmentally sustainability is an important issue, the scope of this
project does not touch upon any true environmental factor. Social sustainability
however goes close in hand with the economical aspect, since the automation of
take-ups would affect both the economy of any company that chose to implement
it, as well as the social work structure. Automation allows for fast processing, with
lower costs, but also creates the danger of more severe impacts if anything were to
go wrong. In this case it is important that the implementation is not only performed
on a economical scale, where cost is reduced, but also on a social level. This would
entail a well formulated and in depth action plan for any imaginable situation that
would ensue, and if no programmatically safeguards can be set in place, then at
least leave the option of a manual intervention.

As Singh (2016) touched upon in the interview, see transcript in section C.1,
the perspective on how information and communication technology is to viewed
and placed within the organisation is something that is and will have to continue
to change. With a larger quantity of software solutions being implemented with
highly advanced automation logic behind it, the average worker must in the end
not only have an understanding of the product that is being delivered, but also an
broad overview of how this is solved through automation. The future of banking
might very well be populated by specialists that have an in depth understanding of
not only the product but also how it can be automated through information and
communication technology.

Automation within banking has been in progress since before cheques, and the
implications are still being discovered as it progresses further. As discussed in
the subsection 1.1.2 the sector might see greater changes, and even though certain
positions might be automated away, a need for staff with knowledge regarding the
automation and product will be needed in return.

Strictly limited to this research project, the sustainability will allow for a cost
reduction, whilst removing the need for manual labour. The removal of the manual
intervention won’t affect the case company, since the service is already seen as a
non-value creating service, but must be done, since no better solution has been
developed. The employees with the responsibility will instead be able to focus fully
on new projects that will increase customer satisfaction instead of only maintaining
it.

4.2.2 Implications

There are many clear implications regarding the development of an automation
system, but the one that should be focused the most upon is the increase that will
be seen in the derivatives clearing sector. In order to provide support for such an
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event, the system must be put into place before any further increase in transaction
handling quantity is put into place. Without close monitoring of expenses regarding
manual risk calculations and clearing of trades, no true understanding of whether
the service is functioning at a loss or gain will be known. In a group where this
service is merely a part of the package that a client receives, the measurements
become diffuse and difficult to read. Any other product might be sustaining the
costs of the take-ups and balancing them out.

4.2.3 Future Research and Recommendations
Potential future research could entail looking into how the implemented automation
actually affected the case company and what should be considered as it is being
implemented. In addition, because of the regulatory advancements, the area of
clearing will continuously have to adapt and improve. Mapping out the method
for implementing a system that is malleable enough for such changes would have
a great effect on not only clearing services, but a larger group within software
architecture development. If such a research project would be undertaken, one of
the most interesting areas would become the potential and actual savings generated
from a more agile system instead of an architecture oriented towards a single goal.
Since this research would seem to have no real affect on the other areas within
the group or company, except for resource allocation and increased income through
cost reduction, a continued research on the subject could also be to evaluate how
external factors, outside of the project, are affected.

Further on, the automation of take-ups enables more than just an easy solution
for simulating risk and clearing trades. It provides a foundation for real-time visu-
alisation of trades and a client’s risk. With this information a clearing broker would
be enabled to provide more detailed information to their customers, who would be
gaining a greater understanding of not only their actions but also the inner workings
of the clearing broker.

As for recommendations, the only one that can be offered in relation to this
project, is to organise any and all external actions, such as interviews, well in
advance. Consider all potential resources for information gathering and make use
of the opportunity as much as possible. Most of all, the creation of listed notes for
each subcategory truly helps in regards to planning the work, research and writing
as well as organising your thoughts.
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Appendix A

Semi-Structured Interview Questions

These questions were written with the focus only to aid with the interview. Although
most were used, some were skipped or altered according to the progress of the in-
terview. To aid in a clearer interview structure, they were also separated into three
topics.

A.1 General
• What are the general benefits?

• What are potential weaknesses?

• Why should it be done now?

• Why should it be done later?

• Competition?

• Are they doing it?

• How might it affect them?

• Customer demand/value

A.2 Theoretical Frameworks
• Economies of Scale

– What do you think is the potential for expanding in the future and why?
∗ Customer base
∗ Take-up handling
∗ Customer demand

– How would the cost per transaction be affected?
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– Decrease in value of product?
– What will be the effect on demand?

• Elasticity

– With this, we would see an increase in supply, what will be the:
∗ Effect on the market
∗ Effect on customer demand

– Is there a correlation between factors, such as supply, demand, price and
value? Why?

– In what way do you think regulation is affecting the demand and price
of take-ups?

• Product life-cycle

– Competition adaption of automatic take-ups?
– What is the current Industry method for performing take-ups?
– What do you believe to be the future beyond automatic take-ups?

A.3 Data
• How many transactions are performed now per month?

• How much time does clearing take per month?

• How much would you estimate a take-up to cost internally?

– What factors come into play?
∗ Staff
∗ Time
∗ Membership to Clearing House
∗ Development

• Estimate a potential growth in transaction performed in the future.
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Structured Interview Questions

These questions were based upon the semi-structure interview questions in A, but
adapted to gather the information from a Clearing House perspective. They were
also formulated for being answered via email.

• What do you think are the greatest benefits regarding automatic take-ups?
Please answer through the perspective of:

– The Clearing House
– The Clearing Broker
– The Customer

• What are the potential drawbacks?

– The Clearing House
– The Clearing Broker
– The Customer

• Why should Clearing Brokers develop a system that handles take-ups auto-
matically at this point in time, by simulating the risk?

• Why should Clearing Brokers wait to develop a system that handles take-ups
automatically at a later point in time in the future, by simulating the risk?

• What percentage of Clearing Brokers do you estimate to be performing take-
ups through an automated system?

• To what extend is support for an API and direct link to you as a Clearing
House requested by Clearing Brokers?

– Is it in high demand?
– Does it affect the value of the service that you provide?
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• To what degree do you believe the demand for support from you as a Clearing
House will increase/decrease in the future and why?

• How do you believe the cost per transaction is affected by automation?

• Will the value of the service be affected by the potential to handle more
without a need for manual handling, yet with faster response? How?

• How are regulations, such as EMIR, affecting the demand and price of take-ups
in general from a customer’s perspective?

• What is a potential future iteration/method beyond automating take-ups? In
other words, what is the next step?

• What is an average amount of take-ups or give-ups per day? An estimate is
enough.

– What brought you to that value?

• How much time, per day, is invested into handling transactions today? An
estimate is enough.

– What brought you to that value?

• What do you believe the growth/decline in transactions to be in the future?
An estimate in percentage is enough.

– What brought you to that value?
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Transcript and Answers

These is a transcript of the interviews performed with Linus Singh and Gabriel
Vimberg, as well as the answers from the interview performed via email with Daniel
Sőrmark.

C.1 Linus Singh - 2016-04-25

Interviewer: So what do you think are the general benefits of automatic take ups
Singh: It’s day process of actually just Just to not have people manually pushing

in numbers into a simulation tool. Which is of no benefit to anyone. If you can
get yourself Your self from automation of take-ups then you save time And avoid
human error. That are the main benefits.

Interviewer: What do you think about handling capacity
Singh: Well it can’t be done if you have a large set of clients. At the moment

we only have a handful of clients which is practically on the limit of what we can do
manually. So it has to be done automatically, Especially if we are talking about LCH
Swapclear and Interest rate swaps Simulation. Due to be mandatory regulation that
is coming in all swaps have to be cleared and we can’t simulate that manually all
the time, it’s just not possible.

Interviewer: What are the potential weaknesses of automatic take-ups?
Singh: If it’s not correctly done. If we take on risks that we would pick up on

the manual side that we don’t pick up when we do the from the automatic steps
runs a risk. But that would have to be part of the process. To keep track of all the
things that we do manually And look them in into the automation.

Interviewer: Do you think that, because it’s easy to compare with human error,
that the implications with automatic errors are equivalent or the same, better or
worse. When something would be done incorrectly and automatically.

Singh: The danger is that, if we assume that everything is done correctly And
just let it run in the background That might become a big danger. So if you trust
automation too much or just assume that it should cover everything, and don’t even
look at it, Without even doing some manual checks that could be a big issue. So
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we would have to do follow-up. We should be able to trust what we have built, but
we should make sure to check up on it as well.

Interviewer: Why you think we should do it now? Or do you have any reasons
for why we should be doing it now?

Singh: We should do it now before we get a bulk of clients coming in clearing
interest rate swaps. If we don’t do it now we will have to do it later. We can handle
the manual labor at the moment, but we can’t do it in let’s say one year time. So
it has to be done before the bulk of clients come on.

Interviewer: How many of you are actively working with it now?
Singh: We are three or four people sharing the task. And let’s say if I would

generalize it’s not more than one hour of work per person per day. So it’s not
that time consuming, But as I said it’s going to be more and more When more
clients are coming in and more complex portfolio transfers Because now we are just
simulating on a trade by trade basis. But if one big new client would move there
OTC portfolio to cleared, Then we would have to do 200 or 300 or 400 trades per
day And that’s going to take a day for someone and if I were to do that manually I
would do mistakes. That’s a guarantee When I have to simulate that many trades.
That’s why we have to do it now.

Interviewer: When looking at competition, are they doing it?
Singh: Yes they are. I think they are all using the API. The one good thing

about this is that the clients aren’t affected. Because they don’t really know if we
are doing it or not. Because we don’t communicate how we simulate the trades.
They just assume that we are doing it through automation. But we are a small
player compared to the other bigger London banks. But I am sure that they are
doing it. I am not really sure about the other Swedish competitors But they might
not do it I can just a few because they are in the same boat or situation and only
have a handful of clients and with a limited amount of Trades coming in.

Interviewer: How do you think the situation looks for customer demand or
the value of take ups.

Singh: The customer demand is not really that much because they don’t really
know if we are all meeting or not. Of course they would like to have their trades
cleared in a timely manner because seeing how it works The clients and their broker,
which they trade with, both of them are going to affirm a trade in the MarketWire
system. Once this is done by the client and the broker Then it comes to up a
clearing broker and it won’t be performed until we push the button and accept the
trade. If we would have an automated simulation tool, then the time spent at the
clearing broker would be minimal. The simulation would kick in as soon as the
trade is down to us. The client demand for this would be that They can be assured
that We will instantly look at the trade

Interviewer: What is the delay now
Singh: Someone will have to look at it because we don’t have any notification

when the trade comes in and we will have to have time to do this well. So let’s say
I would say it’s within 1 hour And that is what we currently have in our agreement
with the customer. That we should always accept Or declined within 1 hour. but
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in many cases they are actually waiting for us sometimes they even come back to
us and that’s what we are doing. especially when it is done late in the evening and
they will want to go home at the end of the day.

Interviewer: Go further on to the next section I have prepared various Frame-
works that will help me look at various the information and analyse it to see if
it’s good or not. Therefore I have separated into three categories based upon the
Frameworks the first one being economies of scale. What do you think is the po-
tential for expanding in the future or why? and then I have separated into three
categories The first being customer base. What do you think is the potential there?

Singh: When it comes to automation or just clearing business?
Interviewer: Clearing
Singh: It’s going to explode, I think, Not only here to reduction of counterparty

risk.I think it’s now in June that the first phase of mandatory clearing Is coming
on phase 1 or category 1 clients. In December we have category 2s, And the next
year’s we have everybody else. and that is just for interest rate swaps. but I think
the CDS are coming a bit later but they start with the interest rate swaps. So
it’s going to be a big massive movement towards into Clearing so I think we have
a good position and we have all the connections that we are looking at. For we
are where the liquidity is. We are active in LCH and NASDAQ OMX Interest rate
swaps Market And we also have the exchange traded derivatives Which are also
because that is how it works. But that’s just the first thing OTC, They are looking
and talking about FX clearing As well Which is going to be more or even bigger
step than the Interest rate swaps. So it is going to pick up speed From now. So it’s
going to be very good And very big. And that’s a good potential As well. As long
as trades are being cleared We can offer our service and make more money.

Interviewer: Will this then directly also affect the necessary need to handle
take ups?

Singh: Yes of course. But no take ups can be done before we know what risks
we are taking on. If we haven’t automated this before the CDS, interest rate swaps
and FX, we can’t handle that. Which makes it’s absolutely crucial.

Interviewer: Through automation how will the cost per transaction be af-
fected?

Singh: It will be reduced a lot, because we don’t need to have a ST looking at
The data, because it can be done automatically. And then we can focus on what
we should focus on namely how to make more money and ideas how to make our
clients happier.Instead of performing let’s say manual labor, because that’s not why
we are here

Interviewer: How do you think the decrease in cost per transaction will affect
the value of the product?

Singh: We can still charge the client what we charge them today. There is no
correlation of what we charge the client and how automated we are on our end. So
we can still charge the kind what we are doing today but reduce the cost Within the
bank which is as important as increasing profit. Set the value is going to increase
Especially when we have a bigger number of Trades coming in.
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Interviewer: When you think about correlations between factors What do you
think the correlation is between supply, demand, price and value? So for instance
we would Supply a lot more Through automation, Will this affect the demand?

Singh: I think demand will just increase, because when you get used to auto-
mated things We’re not going to have the mindset That things can be done manually.
We will not accept that we should do things manually I would say. Currently we
are looking at work can be automated but I think that perspective will change in
the future And people will get very scared of doing things manually. Because the
it move is moving forward And is becoming a bigger place in the business. before
there was a big wall between it and production but now they are becoming a bigger
part in the production and now we include the it Mindset in our organization. Set
the demand is not Going to go away but instead get bigger and bigger. Which is
going to be better for everyone, Because then we can instead go away from having so
many STs doing manual labor, and the STs can focus on what they should be doing.
On increasing the value of the firm Or increase the value of the group. Because in
the past so I think people have been blurred on what they should do, Because they
have so many manual tasks to do. So their Regular day was just too do and tidy
up the stuff that a computer should do.

Interviewer: When you usually talk about Supply and demand, You have a
very straight forward curve and The higher the price the lower the demand, And
then there’s a perfect spot where you keep your price

Singh: The equilibrium
Interviewer: Exactly but in this situation you always have to take into con-

sideration regulation. How do you think regulation is affecting the Curve
Singh: It must be shifting the curve for some reason or for someone. The

demand is there but can we really supply of the demand. Or are we about to do it.
It might not be an issue I would say, Depends on what we are talking about though
of course. there’s been a lot of discussion about whether we should be sharing data
in the bank so that we can get a bigger picture of the bank but we can’t do that or
for some reason we can’t. We can sell the data Of the client internally, Just for us
to make more money on them. We have to be more aware of regulation. but I’m
not really sure I think the demand is there but we can’t just do things however we
like. because it’s easy money.

Interviewer: But the demand is there, Because of regulations or
Singh: This is actually regulations actually before that Because we have to be

aware of what we are allowed to do And what we have to do. Because mandatory
clearing wasn’t a demand From the clients in the beginning it came from a regulatory
body. that comes first and then the market demand come second.

Interviewer: I already asked about other companies or the competition and
you believe a lot of the companies are already doing this whilst smaller companies
aren’t or is it that the smaller could also potentially be...

Singh: I think that they will have to understand that they will have to do it
Before they do it. As for us we have a hundred things that we have to do on the to-
do list.And we are doing what we have to do at the moment But I think the smaller
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firms What have to allocate resources to automate pick-ups. But they don’t have
to do it. But I can only assume that they are looking at it And they know what’s
coming within the next year. So I think we are in the same boat as they are.

Interviewer: If you look beyond automated take-ups can you suggest a future
method of automated take ups?

Singh: No I think that’s the end of it. I can’t think of any other path. When
considering Trading, it was done over the phone And then it shifted to electronic
Trading and that’s how it works today so of course there is always going to be one
step ahead but I can think of one now.

Interviewer: Because if you look at transactions you had first menu go into a
bank and saying you want to take out money to transfer money, And then you had
cards swear you just say they’re both something or transferred if they have the card
reader And then you had a web page for managing your accounts and transferring
through it, and now lastly we have mobile applications Where you can log in and
perform a transaction like for instance swish.

Singh: Sure yeah that could be something because we’re having automation of
take-ups so there’s no room for any manual labor You don’t even see it Since it is in
the background from the user’s point of view. So maybe it’s the data on the back of
the simulation, Maybe that can be enhanced or Analyzed. What do you get if the
Traders is declined due to the simulation limitations? That could be done Because
I think at the moment trades are just held in pending If the simulation to stops it,
So In that case the user would still have to go in Manually. And maybe that could
be more automated in some way Like sending automated margin calls to the client
Which they would then reply back to. Maybe that’s the next step

Interviewer: Maybe you could provide the clients with their own simulation
tool, So they know if it will go through or not.

Singh: Exactly and that would have to be plugged into their trading system,
So they could actually have the same API With the same simulation since we have
Before they send in their trade They would know if they have provided enough
collateral. But then it becomes more complicated because then we relay responsi-
bilities to the client and The client will not cover everything Because it’s not their
job. I think the responsibility of the focus should be on the clearing broker which
is also in this case. Like sending automated margin calls or automatic collateral
movements due to the limit of the simulation. I’m not sure how the big companies
have it set up But I assume they are just doing it manually so it’s probably not 100

Interviewer: You mentioned earlier that It takes one hour per person a day
with the current levels , How many transactions is that per person If it takes one
hour for one person

Singh: We have maybe 30 transactions per day let’s say it’s 2 minutes per
transaction so that means it’s 30 per day.

Interviewer: How much would you estimate a take-up to cost internally?
Singh: It depends on what a time to be used If it wasn’t used to perform take-

ups. But it’s 1 hour of an analyst, Which is a lot of money if you look at it from a
yearly basis.
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Interviewer: What do you think are the general benefits behind ultimate take-ups
from a company’s perspective?

Vimberg: From our perspective I think automatic take-ups has its advantages
From a few different viewpoints i think. The primary one being the operational
efficiency That you’re actually able to receive an incoming transaction In real time
and be able to value Or calculate the risk of that transaction Immediately and
check that towards credit line or limit of some sort and then automatically accept
if it remains within the boundaries. Thereby the operational efficiency which is
very valuable Would be able to look at deviations or problems Rather than having
to look at each and every trade. I think that if you talk to Client Services Linus
and Karl-Johan, Today they need to look at every transaction regardless of size
or direction, whether in strict increasing or decreasing they always have to check
and look at everything. And that’s not how we want to do it, we want to look at
problems or situations and not work with things that ought to be automatic.

Interviewer: What do you think are the potential weaknesses behind this?
Vimberg: I think you have to be a bit careful in the usage because in itself

it doesn’t have a weakness but you have to be very certain that the logic that you
apply, to automatically accept something, must be foolproof. Because if you’re
expecting something or something that should be a problem and is not caught in
that, the logic behind it, It can cause a lot of bigger problems than actually having
someone in operationally check every incoming trade. I guess it’s the weakness as
such But it’s not really though. since if you test it Completely there shouldn’t be
a problem. it should only have advantages.

Interviewer: If you would look at it from an industry’s Point of view, If ev-
eryone would apply automatic take-up system. What would be the general benefits
there, for the industry?

Vimberg: It depends on what kind of asset class you are looking at, I think
that SEB is quite lonely in the fact that we perform manual take-ups on the listed
derivatives. On the OTC-derivatives looks at them manually has that. While on
the listed derivatives everyone just accept them Regardless of risk increasing. I
think it’s good for the market if you have automatic take-ups, mainly because, as
an executing broker, I am the one doing the trade with a client at SEB, for example.
But I know as soon as I give it up to the clearing broker it will be automatically
accepted In most cases. Of course there could be deviations, like when it’s highly
risk increasing or something. Well I mean, just the Efficiency that trades given up
are automatically taken up removes that intraday risk that the executing broker
may have. From that perspective it lowers the Amount of work needed to be done
to chase the counterparties: Why haven’t you taken it up yet? What is taking so
long? And all that. There are operational efficiencies but you are also shortening
the window Where you have risk as an executing broker on the counterparty.

Interviewer: Why do you think it should be done now? Do you have any
reason why something like this should be developed now?
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Vimberg: The clearing or transaction take up system that we have now in
Clearbook, Has been manual since we started in 2013 For the simple reason that
When we started the volumes were lower And we were new to the business and we
didn’t prioritize This development as such. It is a bit complex and requires That
we have sufficient man hours. I think now the sense of urgency Is that we need to
start building the logic where we understand the risk that we are taking on in more
of a real time scenario. So not just the incoming trades, we need to rethink the
portfolio and understand where we stand risk wise, much more often. And this is
driven by regulation that is coming upon us quite soon, for example Mifid 2, which
is planned to go live in 2018. At that time we need to have near real time margining
of portfolios for all the clearing that we do. So that is why i think it really is a good
timing right to add that kind of logic, because we will need more and more of its
down the road.

Interviewer: Is there any reason why we should be doing it later and look
now?

Vimberg: I think there are always alternatives of doing everything at once or
at later stages, but I don’t like working under pressure and I don’t like the waterfall
method. So for me, I like the method of a slow and incremental work where we can
make changes and steer it in different directions over time. I think that makes us
more agile and allows us to reach our targets at a faster pace. We know that the
regulations are upon us all the time and clients come to us with what they want
and not what we want them to, so we need to free up time. From that perspective
freeing up time is why. Why should you wait with something like that? Because
there’s always a cost attached to the end of the work and I don’t want to delay, so
for me they’re two different things with that, It is the regulatory path where we
need to come close to that, but the operational and efficiency Is always something
that we want.

Interviewer: When considering the competition you think they are doing it,
automatically?

Vimberg: Well, it kind of depends on, I think some of them are as I touched
upon before. I think some of them are just accepting trades, like ETD exchange
derivatives, without looking at anything and some of them have checks. But I think
that the checks that they do are not so intelligent, to be quite frank. Most of them
if I look at competition, don’t do it or just look at trades that are exceptionally
big. So it is the LOT size, like if is for 5000 LOT’s then we stop it. Although, I can
understand that is part of the interesting way, if you have a large trade, moving the
risk in a certain direction, that is interesting to have checks on. But in reality and
the way our credit process works We look at the real exposure. The real exposure
is not really dependent on the size of the trade, It is dependent on their future
potential exposure Of the total portfolio of the client. So you need to be able to do
a margin calculation of the complete portfolio. So even if you do 10000 LOT’s of
something, it might be risk reducing, So just looking at the amount of LOT’s is not
really intelligent, you need to understand the effects on the real exposure. So yes, I
think we would be ahead of the curve, if we do this now, which is where I want to
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be.
Interviewer: How do you automatic take-ups would affect the customer de-

mand or value of the product?
Vimberg: In essence if we do automatic take-ups, and we really understand

how our exposure is affected in real time it enables us, to give that information in
real-time to our clients, whether it is through a web tool or intraday file deliveries.
By doing that it allows us to be closer to the client and display data to them which
they otherwise not get. So from that aspect I think it is an important part of the
whole package, the information delivered is not just end of day and not just very
static but you can actually see what is happening to your portfolio. For some clients
that is relevant and for some it is less relevant of course, but, I mean, where ever we
can add value, it becomes the motivator to use us as their clearing broker, rather
than someone else.

Interviewer: What do you think is the potential for expanding in the future
and then specifically on the customer base that would want to perform take-ups?

Vimberg: I am not sure I fully understand the question.
Interviewer: So currently we are clearing a set amount of transactions do you

think that that will expand in over time?
Vimberg: Yes, so basically I am certain the amount of trades that we receive

on a daily basis will increase over time and naturally coming back to operational
efficiencies, if we go from 100 trades a day to 200 trades a day the automatic take-
ups will obviously leviate that quite a bit. I am sure that when you spoken to Linus
he could give you an idea of the time that they spend today and potentially what
the time saving could be, and I think that is how you would value the investment
shortly. As the bank we would also have to set aside capital for the operational risk
that we have within that business. If we can lower the operational risk in effect,
the cost saving, not only because of lower salary costs, but also the capital that we
need to set aside.

Interviewer: Do you think the demand from the customers, to have it done
instantaneously through automatic take-ups will increase in the future?

Vimberg: Yes, we are seeing clients who are asking for the fact that they want
to able to see what is trades are on their accounts, more or less in real-time. And
unless we have automatic take ups, we won’t be able to mirror it up to the web tool
where we show their positions or new trades in real time. We hear that now and:
Can we see my trades?; And really if you do a trade, and 10 min later you see it
in the web tool. Whilst today, Linus and Karl-Johan might be in a meeting for the
next two hours, and then they pick it up. Then there is a delay, that doesn’t add
any value to the client. Of course, even when we have those automatic take-ups,
trades may stop because they require additional attention, but that should, again,
just be the deviations and not the general flow.

Interviewer: How do you think the cost per transaction will be affected from
until automatic take-ups?

Vimberg: In essence you can see our business is very... The income numbers
are always based upon the number of trades that we do and how big the trades are.
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Income numbers are volatile, right? Busy month, busy weeks or a busy day. That
provides us with good volatility, and then we make more money because there is
higher activity on the market. Whereas our cost always stays fixed, so it doesn’t
matter if it is a good week or good month, or good year. Or if we lose 10 clients or if
we gain 10 clients, our cost base is almost identical anyway. From that perspective
It is that kind of business where you always need to have as low cost base as possible.
And do as much as possible within that low cost base, because when income drops
you need to be low enough where you are still maintaining a healthy profit. So
from that perspective, the low cost base is key, if we can have less manual work,
especially the manual work where you don’t add value, like taking up trades. It
has very little value to us and the client. Then that would be a good thing for us,
because then we could concentrate on the value adding services, rather than just
this kind of thing. So automatic take ups, for me, is just hygene, that we should be
able to do this and focus on better things.

Interviewer: Do you think that since it is done automatically, will this decrease
the value of the product that we provide?

Vimberg: The value of our clearing products, I mean... If all is done well, the
value should just increase, because we can... If we do it automatically, we can show
it quicker, and if we can show it quickly we can give them a good view of their
present portfolio and that increases the value of the service that we deliver. When
done right, if we do something wrong or rather if there is some flaw in the logic
of the automatic take-up, then naturally that will decrease the value because then
we are doing something we shouldn’t be doing. But that isn’t how we are doing it
with this product. You and Linus and everyone around it will make sure that we
do what we need to do. I still think that if we can take away the non-value creating
tasks, and focus on value creating tasks, given that we have the same amount of
people employed, then that is a good thing, because then we will increase the value
of the product that we deliver.

Interviewer: In general terms, through automatic take-ups, we would deliver
and increase supply of the amount of transactions that we can handle. And for
instance, if everyone would be doing it, it should have a direct effect on the market.
What do you think this effect would be?

Vimberg: I think for us, if you look at SEB, to start of with, the ability to
process more transactions, at a higher pace and more efficient pace. Of course it
would allow us to be more competitive, towards our clients. It would allow us to
give them better prices potentially or increase the our profit, if you will, because
we can maintain a low cost base and still increase our income, without employing
five new people, so that is a good thing for us. For the market, I think it is really
important for the market as a whole, that we do accept trades quickly, because it
does limit that intraday risk that they are seeing. It does lower the tension they
need to pay, toward SEB as a clearing broker. Unless SEB... Everything just flies
through everything that you give up, whether you work at Morgan Stanley or at
Nordea and you get trades that are done by our clients. That will be positive. It
allows everyone to be more efficient.
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Interviewer: Do you think there is a correlation between the factors of price,
supply, demand and value in this circumstance?

Vimberg: Could you please elaborate on that?
Interviewer: For instance, we start supplying a lot more managing capacity,

the demand might increase because we increase the speed of handling...
Vimberg: Well, I don’t think that we are really is increasing the supply, because

our clients won’t do more trades just because we have an automated take-up system.
But what we hope to achieve through delivering a better service or a higher value
of the service, we can attract more clients, and the talk of the town will be that
we operate with an efficient process, and invaluable process, which is better than
others, and still at a competitive price. And if we are able to do that then we can
attract more volumes and more volumes without a high cost makes us become even
more effective. It is not like we can really impact the amount of client trades. The
portfolio manager will still do his trades. But his back office will be very happy if
we do this efficiently, very good and very quick.

Interviewer: Currently OTC-derivatives are undergoing a large change because
of regulation, so how do you think regulation is affecting the demand and price of
take-ups?

Vimberg: I think... We have seen it in America, where they have a different
kind of regulation, where you as a clearing broker need to take-up a trade within 60
seconds of it being registered. Really, that puts you in the situation as a clearing
broker, there is nothing else but automatic take-ups. You can not manually do it,
you have to... It needs to be an automatic accept. But then again, do i think that
is good, no I don’t, because 60 seconds is not sufficient to do a risk management
of that incoming trade anyway. So the when following the regulation, you don’t
want to leave a trade hanging, but you want it to be take care through proper risk
management, with regulation, behind it to back it up. So I think the 60 second
rule is just... It creates other risks. In Europe, they do not ask, under the EMIR
regulation, there is no time-frame, just that it should be done Intraday. Which I
think is a lot better and a healthier approach, if you will. And I probably forgot
what the question was.

Interviewer: No problem, I was going to formulate it differently anyway. So
how is this affecting demand now and in the future as well as price?

Vimberg: Demand is the difficult part to answer in that question. There is a
regulatory demand where we should do it quicker and quicker. We recognize that
because they want us to perform Intraday calculation above anything else, which
can be done, if we can automate this. So there is a demand on us to be more
efficient, for us to be more risk conscious and risk offencive. And that is a good
thing.

Interviewer: Now you are mostly considering the speed of handling, but how
is it regarding the amount of transactions that will be needed to be performed in
the future?

Vimberg: If we specifically consider the OTC-derivatives, there will never be
an obnoxious amount of trades, by default. They are OTC traded derivatives,
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trade over the phone, between traders. They take time. You start one trade, it goes
through credits. Just the pricing of that trade can take hours, and then when the
pricing is done, and you strike the trade and give it up for clearing. I mean, of course
it is important that, that goes quickly, but it is not a matter of seconds. Because
as the market looks, it still takes time to perform a trade. Whereas if you look at
your regular cash equities, if you trade Ericsson on the Stockholm stock exchange,
there are like a 100.000 trades a day. They are just shot into an order book and it
happens instantaneously. But the nature of OTC-derivatives is that they are slow,
they are important, and they are not high volume, especially in Scandinavia. Which
is a relatively small market, with small currencies.

Interviewer: Do you think, more and more competitors, will adapt or imple-
ment their own take-up system, or in this circumstance, more advanced take-up
systems?

Vimberg: Well, I think that if you look at the large deliverers of clearing
systems out there. IT vendors out there, who provide clearing systems, like for
instance Sungard, or Iron, which are two main principal players, they provide two
major clearing systems each. They definitely have this, and they have logics for this
and it will be more important due to regulatory pressure, to do portfolio margining
intraday. So yes, this is something that is becoming increasingly important and
there is a large focus on it. Since we have our own internal system, of course
we would need to build it ourselves, but yeah I think other vendors out there are
definitely doing it.

Interviewer: What do you think is the future beyond automated take-ups, if
you think there is such a future?

Vimberg: I think that what we are doing when we are taking up a trade
automatically we are checking that new trades risk exposure if it were to be cleared.
We are checking how much the change would be to the initial margin and whether
that is within the limits or not. I think what the next step is really, is the what if
calculation tool, which we can give to our client too through our web tool. If I were
to do this trade tomorrow, how will it impact my exposure. That would be my next
step. To enable our client to do that themselves, this calculation ahead of time. So,
okay, my initial margin is 10 million today, so what if I do this trade tomorrow, will
it be 11 or will it be 9? But then they know ahead of time how that impacts their
exposure. If we can push that out to them, and if we can enable them to do these
calculations and simulations, through the web tool, then they will be amased.

Interviewer: I have more questions regarding data related information, but if
you aren’t certain on the answer you don’t have to answer. How many transactions
are performed now, per month?

Vimberg: In Clearbook, I would say 2000, but I don’t know. I have no clue,
that is just a guess. But I would really like to know.

Interviewer: Haha, of course. I will give you my report when it is done. How
much time do you think clearing takes per month?

Vimberg: I would say an hour a day, but again I am just guessing, so maybe
I shouldn’t answer.
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Interviewer: No problem. How much do you think take-ups cost internally,
with the factors being staff, time, membership fee towards LCH and development?

Vimberg: No clue.
Interviewer: Can you estimate a potential growth in take-ups in the future?
Vimberg: I think we should expect a growth of a 100 percent from today’s

levels over the next 3 year period. When I look at our plans, of what we expecting
to do, especially with our OTC-cleared derivatives, then I would say minimum a
100 percent, whilst ETD’s maybe a little bit less.

C.3 Daniel Sőrmark - 2016-05-19
• What do you think are the greatest benefits regarding automatic take-ups?

Please answer through the perspective of:

– The Clearing House
– Sőrmark: It’s a chance for the clearing house to offer a competitive and

useful service to its members that would otherwise need to be handled
manually. Automatic take-ups also reduces the burden internally on
clearing operations since the number of “forgotte” take-up requests at
end of day decreases, meaning less phone calls to chase the involved
parties

– The Clearing Broker
– Sőrmark: Reduce the need for manually evaluating the changed margin

requirement of each alleged trade, decrease the risk of manual errors and
provide a quicker service to the client

– The Customer
– Sőrmark: Get the trades quicker on the account, potentially reduce cost

since it’s easier for the clearing broker to operate

• What are the potential drawbacks?

– The Clearing House
∗ Sőrmark: No drawbacks apart from development effort

– The Clearing Broker
∗ Sőrmark: Risk of configuring parameters incorrectly and thereby
accepting or rejecting trades incorrectly

– The Customer
∗ Sőrmark: No drawbacks apart from the above

• Why should Clearing Brokers develop a system that handles take-ups auto-
matically at this point in time, by simulating the risk?
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– Sőrmark: See answer 1: Reduce the need for manually evaluating the
changed margin requirement of each alleged trade, decrease the risk of
manual errors and provide a quicker service to the client

• Why should Clearing Brokers wait to develop a system that handles take-ups
automatically at a later point in time in the future, by simulating the risk?

– Sőrmark: It might make sense to wait in case there are expected future
regulatory changes that would critically impact the design or if the APIs
of e.g. the clearing house are expected to be changed soon

• What percentage of Clearing Brokers do you estimate to be performing take-
ups through an automated system?

– Sőrmark: I’m unfortunately not able to share the exact figures, but
more than a few of NASDAQ Clearing’s members use some kind of auto-
mated take-up functionality. In addition to this there are other services
offered, such as “allocation accounts”, where a trade is always accepted
by the take-up party, independent of the exposure. These types of ac-
counts are widely used by members.

• To what extend is support for an API and direct link to you as a Clearing
House requested by Clearing Brokers?

– Is it in high demand?
∗ Sőrmark: It is widely requested, but many clearing members also
use third party software vendors such as Sungard/FIS and ION

– Does it affect the value of the service that you provide?
∗ Sőrmark: Providing full functionality through APIs and other au-

tomated means is essential for being competitive as a clearing house.

• To what degree do you believe the demand for support from you as a Clearing
House will increase/decrease in the future and why?

– Sőrmark: I think that the trend in the whole financial industry is to-
wards automation, meaning that the need for API integration and STP
services such as automatic take-up will increase.

• How do you believe the cost per transaction is affected by automation?

– Sőrmark: The cost will hopefully decrease

• Will the value of the service be affected by the potential to handle more
without a need for manual handling, yet with faster response? How?

– Sőrmark: The value of the service will increase due to faster handling
times etc. Removing manual burden on operations also opens up for
focusing on providing other services “on top” of the flows.
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• How are regulations, such as EMIR, affecting the demand and price of take-ups
in general from a customer’s perspective?

– Sőrmark: I think we can see a trend in members becoming more con-
scious of the risks involved in accepting trades, compared with 10 years
ago.

• What is a potential future iteration/method beyond automating take-ups? In
other words, what is the next step?

– Sőrmark: I think these will vary between customers but a few trends
are:

∗ Pre-novation collateral checks (e.g., you have to post margin before
the trade is accepted by the clearing house)

∗ Pre-trade risk management (the risk check is done already when the
trade is brokered)

∗ End client interaction (allowing the end client direct limited rights
access to the clearing house, e.g. for viewing positions, margin re-
quirements etc)

• What is an average amount of take-ups/give-ups per day?

– An estimate is enough.
∗ Sőrmark: I would estimate many thousands of give-ups per day

– What brought you to that value?
∗ Sőrmark: Did some sample checks in our databases

• How much time, per day, is invested into handling transactions today?

– An estimate is enough
∗ Sőrmark: Not really sure I understand this question unfortunately.

– What brought you to that value?
∗ Sőrmark: See above

• What do you believe the growth/decline in transactions to be in the future?

– An estimate in percentage is enough.
∗ Sőrmark: Not sure how to estimate this but it’s likely to increase

– What brought you to that value?
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